2PM: Susie, Janet, Susan, Heather

**General**
* Tomato Sale was great (1000+) and higher sales than last year
* Susie applied for a CARS grant through NH Humanities for $5000.
* Jon True has FEMA money and I’m submitting bill for PPE’s
* Discussion on how to move forward
  * Exterior Bookdrop
  * Plastic Bins on porch
  * Exterior Book Drop -- Susie will explore
  * Exterior Book Drop should be in place before returns resume
  * Discussion of Task force re-opening plan
  * The idea of a waiver was discussed
  * The idea of documenting people’s temperature was discussed

**Budget**
* Being closed we’ve accrued money from supply spending

**Statistics**
* Hoopla: 87 Circs in April, 34 in May
* Libby: Audio: March 103, April 81; Ebooks March 59, April 102

**Events**

NEXT MEETING: TBA